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 Orthostatic pressure and gravity
 
    
Figure from wikipedia page "Space Medicine," attributed to NASA.
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  Effects on the eye
 
     
Figure from Marshall-Bowman, K., Barratt, M. R., and Gibson, C. R. (2013). "Ophthalmic changes and increased intracranial pressure
associated with long duration spaceﬂight: An emerging understanding." Acta Astronautica, v. 87, pp. 77-87.
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Rapid vision assessment for daily use
Simple hardware with low up-mass
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Described for use in optical testing
(Washer & Rosberry, 1951)
Shown at 1964 OSA meeting
(Robson & Campbell)
Appeared in "Mach Bands"
    by F. Ratliff (1965)
Appeared in "Visual Perception"
    by T. N. Cornsweet (1970)
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Display sweep grating on touch screen
Use finger to indicate edge of visibility
Advantages: portable, fast (1-2 seconds for entire curve)
Problems: unknown criterion, motor noise, cheating,
                  reduction of phase uncertainty
Mulligan, J. B. (2016). "A method for rapid measurement of
contrast sensitivity on mobile touch-screens." Proc. HVEI.
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Traditional quick-and-dirty: method of adjustment
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Variable-contrast static Gabor patch
Subject swipes up or down to increase or decrease contrast
Adaptive contrast increment/decrement
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Gabor patch pulsed with a Gaussian temporal contrast window
Two temporal intervals indicated by audio tones
Stimulus presented in one of the two intervals
Subject indicates stimulus interval with response buttons
2-to-1 staircase with adaptive step size
DEMO
    
 Two-alternative forced choice (2AFC)
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15 slightly different images presented
Subject is shown swipe, can accept or redo
DEMO
     
 The updated swipe method
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 Parabolic ﬁt to swipes
 
     


















































2AFC estimates greater sensitivity than adjustment
Swipe method estimates more sensitivity still?
SF differences may be explained by temporal factors
Swipe method variability comparable to 2AFC
Caveat: more efﬁcient 2AFC methods available







The swipe method is a viable choice for CSF estimation
Accuracy probably sufﬁcient for longitudinal monitoring
Gamiﬁcation?
THANKS FOR LISTENING!
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